
Here is how I installed my garage door opener in 

the overhead console. 
 

I had to find some momentary switches first. I used these from Radio Shock: 

http://www.radioshack.com/product/index.jsp?productId=2062508 

 

First take of the outer shell of the overhead console by gently pulling it down. It has 4 

metal clips that’ll hold it in place. I had to find a space for all three buttons that would 

not interfere with the lid for the front compartment and would still leave the other 

compartment unharmed. See in the picture 

about where I drilled the holes and 

mounted the switches. I left a little bit 

more space between two of them as an indicator for the bigger button on the remote. 

 

 

 

On the inside of the shell I had to cut out 

just a small piece of that foam mat to 

accommodate the switches. The pencil 

line on the left hand side is the 

approximate spot for the remote. 

Unfortunately there isn’t enough space inside the black plastic that is still in the truck. 

I needed to cut some out to make up for the remote which is later mounted in the outer 

shell. Just a tip, if you use a Dremel© or similar tool also use a vacuum or the inside of 

your truck, or it will look like black Santa has thrown up (I mean that in a funny, non-

racial way)… 

 

 

Go on to the next step, preparing the remote. I disassembled the plastic casing and took 

the electronic board out. Another tip: remove the battery… Don’t ask…  

 

This picture shows the board, in blue the location of the micro switches (opposite site) and 

in red the contacts that you need to extend (=solder wires on). This is the remote to a 

Chamberlain garage door opener. Yours might look different but you just need to find the 

solder points for the micros switches and extend them to the previously installed switches 

in the shell. 

 

 

 

 

So, here’s the picture with the wires attached. I use some pieces of IDE (computer) cable that I 

had floating around. Any small wire 24-28 gauge will work.  

 

 

 

 

 

I put the board back in the lower half of the plastic case with the battery facing up. This makes battery replacement easier. Also all the 

wires are soldered onto the switches and the remote is attached with some Velcro©. Last picture shows the finished console installed. 

 

     

http://www.radioshack.com/product/index.jsp?productId=2062508

